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Abstract 
2019-nCoV has reeked worldwide havoc bringing about a global health crisis. This pandemic continues to spread and emergency 
healthcare systems are trying to bring ample aid to relevant 2019-nCoV sufferers. During these attacks people use tweets to send their 
opinions and other relevant information about the virus to others. As tweets have unstructured data Twitter can be categorized as big data 
source. We analyze the United Stated (US) from a global tweet dataset from Kaggle to determine the polarity of these sentiments. We 
noticed that the number of retweets are an important factor to consider in tweet analysis. We develop a new Sentiment Analysis System 
(SAS) using the tweet polarity and retweet counts. From this we were able to discern pertinent negative and positive tweets. We used 
these tweets to build a word cloud. The word cloud summarizes the important tweet information from the many daily tweets. Further, 
analysis can drill down into specific problem tweets. We believe that using the SAS can aid global emergency response by targeting 
persons with specific tweet features, for example, showing the need for additional counseling and/or medical services. 
Keywords: health crisis, pandemic, 2019-nCoV, big data, US, Sentiment Analysis System, tweet, polarity, retweet, emergency, response. 

1. Introduction 

The 2019-nCoV pandemic has taken the world by surprise [38]. Since its emergence in December 2019 it has spread 
throughout the world affecting millions. However, though some countries are severely affected there are those that are able 
to keep the pandemic at bay. Due to its highly infectious nature and consequently rapid spread many countries are left at 
2019-nCoV mercy [32]. As a result it is imperative for health care services to effectively locate and target emergency 
response to those in dire need. However, as the infection is not constant across the world there is a need for a mechanism to 
provide accurate and up-to-date information regarding the persons made needy by this virus. 
 
Public health officials' crucial role is to maintain track of safety problems, such as the emergence and consequent spread of 
epidemics. Public concern over communicable diseases may be seen as a issue of its own. Thus, it is also important to 
maintain track of developments in public health issues and to recognise levels in public concern [12]. Nevertheless, tracking 
public safety issues is not only costly for conventional surveillance technologies, it still suffers from restricted scope and 
substantial delays. To fix these problems, we use Twitter messages that are accessible free of charge, are generated 
worldwide and are posted in real time.  
 
Unstructured data (or unstructured information) refers to information that either lacks a predefined data model and/or does 
not fit well into relational tables [11]. Usually, unstructured information is text-heavy, but can also include data such as 
dates, numbers and facts. Most of the big data sources include unstructured data, like Facebook, Twitter etc… [28]. Tweet 
messages and other social commentaries need to be evaluated to determine population opinion. Recently, a lot of confidence 
to decision making process on dynamic and big data [10].   
 
Social network data has grown as a major medium for the identification and tracking of unexpected events. A variety of 
recent reports have shown that social media data feeds may be used to exploit data to produce actionable response and relief 
to unexpected events. In recent years there has been many attempts at an initial evaluation of Twitter as an instrument for 
emergency response in the context of a crisis event [2]. Twitter users prefer to post tweets that raise understanding of the 
problem and inspire people to act [7]. Tweets were shown to be accurate and offered relevant facts, reinforcing the claim 
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that Twitter has a very strong potential to be a helpful resource in circumstances where quick emergency response is 
necessary [40], [35], [26]. 
 
Sentiment analysis has been widely researched in the area of web review sites with the goal of producing condensed 
customer views on the related facets of goods [9], [22], [8]. Nevertheless, little research has been undertaken to define the 
polarity of emotions shared by users through disasters [36]. Identifying these emotions from online social networking 
platforms may help first personnel identify the complexities of the network, e.g. the interests of core participants, the panics 
and the relational impacts of experiences among members. Sentiment analysis of disaster-related messages on social media 
will lead to recognition of the situation and a deeper understanding of the nature of disasters by recognizing the polarity of 
popular feelings [19], [3]. 
 
Researchers found that important tweets were more likely to be retweeted, where tweets aligned with policy or action show 
the best relationship with retweeting [18]. They also indicated that Tweets with a conveyed emotion were more likely than 
neutral tweets to be retweeted. In addition, it was shown that tweets which contained important content related to Policy or 
Action or a Group as well as sentiment were most likely to be retweeted. Retweeting not only shows interest in a message 
but also trust in the message and the originator and satisfaction with the quality of the message [23]. Finally, researchers 
demonstrate how they can assign key players and secret identities using a retweet network to different users who likely share 
the same ideology or may belong to the same interest group [15]. 
 
This paper analyzes the sentiments of tweets shared on Twitter during the spread of the 2019-nCoV pandemic. Our goal is 
to process these streams of message to better understand how people feel, and to respond more appropriately, maybe by 
official messaging. By focusing on a specific sentiment-to-retweet portion of tweets may give insights on specific important 
topics that may be missed when analysing the complete data. We found that a more in-grained look at the positve and 
negative tweets may help to distinguish different kind of feelings, for instance joy or fear. Further, based on negative 
sentiments persons that need medical or psychological attention can be given appropriate treatment. It can be used as an 
important tool for advising humanitarian efforts and improving the manner in which information messages are prepared for 
the crowd about an event. 
 
In Section 2 we discuss how we developed our Sentiment Analysis system (SAS). To test SAS we used a 2019-nCoV 
dataset from Kaggle [37]. Our results and a discussion in Section 3. We describe relevant parts of SAS output and show 
how the results can be used to identify tweets for identifying key-terms to guide emergency response. Finally, we present 
our concluding remarks in Section 4. 

2. Methods 

You can very easily use Python to access Twitter data. There are two broad types of Twitter APIs, Streaming APIs [24] and 
Representational state transfer (REST) APIs [27]. Live streaming data from Twitter gives access to Real Time Twitter data 
i.e. Real time tweets [14], [13], [20] all around the globe. Historic Twitter data gives access to historic tweets or follower 
data [29]. There are plenty of Python libraries to choose from such as Twython [33], Tweepy, python-twitter [31] and many 
more. All of these allow you to access Twitter data using the Twitter API. Further, lets suppose the Tweepy library [17] was 
used. Tweepy's features or functions can be manipulated to access any form of Twitter data for instance get the Twitter data 
as a JSON object [6], use the python json module to read it, or load it directly into a pandas data frame [4]. This is the first 
step in obtaining Twitter data and it involves registering with Twitter and obtaining a valid Twitter account. Alternatively, 
there are persons or groups that download the Twitter data feeds and provide it to researchers for example Kaggle [37]. In 
our case we opted for the latter and obtained an 2019-nCoV Kaggle dataset [37]. It contained daily global Twitter feeds for 
the period March 12th to 28th 2020. It was five giga-bytes in size. 
 
The novel method used to produce the sentiment scores and word clouds consisted of the following steps: 
 

1. Reading the tweets; 
2. Concatenating all the tweets into a list of words; 
3. Calculating the polarity value of tweets; 
4. Obtaining the number of retweets per tweet; 
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5. Obtain tweets with meaningful sentiments by matching the highest retweets to their associated negative 
and positive compound polarity values; 

6. Generating the word cloud using the tweets from the ranges generated in the previous step; 
7. Identify key-terms from the words showing the most meaningful sentiments from the word cloud; 
8. Use the key-terms to search for the crowd-based most meaningful sentiments tweets that is those with the 

highest retweet counts. Output those matching tweets; 
9. Pass the matching tweets information to appropriate government bodies; 
10. Allocate relevant aid; 

 
Before we used the data for processing we had to clean the data for the desired tasks. Preprocessing the text data is an 
important step because it makes the raw text ready for mining, i.e., extracting information from the text so that applying 
machine learning algorithms to it becomes simpler. If we skip this step then there is a higher chance of working with noisy 
and inconsistent data. The aim of this step is to clean noise that is less important to finding the sentiment of tweets like 
punctuation, special characters, numbers, and words that do not hold much weighting in the context of the text. Tweets 
contain lots of twitter handles. All these twitter handles will be omitted from the data as they don't convey much detail. 
Special characters, punctuations and numbers do not help much in sentiment analysis. We remove them from the text. A list 
of stop words refers to a collection of terms or words which do not have any intrinsic useful knowledge. Stop words pose 
difficulties in distinguishing key concepts and terms from textual sources when they are not excluded because of their 
disproportionate presence in both frequency and textual sources [41]. We remove stop words from the text. Finally, we 
remove the Uniform Resource Locator (URL) [21] instances from the text.  
 
All programming was done using the Python version 3.7 [43]. Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) [30] is a leading platform 
for developing Python programs that work with data in the human language. VADER (Valence Aware Dictionary and 
sEntiment Reasoner) [5] is a lexicon and rule-based sentiment analysis tool specifically tailored to social media sentiments. 
It is a module within NLTK. VADER uses a variation of sentiment lexicon as a set of lexical characteristics (e.g., words) 
that are usually classified as either positive or negative according to their semantic orientation []. In dealing with social 
media messages, NY Times editorials, film reviews, and product reviews, VADER has been found to be very effective. This 
is because VADER not only tells us about the score for Positivity and Negativity but also tells us how positive or negative a 
feeling is. VADER has many benefits to it. These include (1) it works extremely well on social media post, but it quickly 
spreads through multiple domains, (2) it needs no training data but is constructed from a generalizable, valence-based, 
human-curated gold standard sentiment lexicon, and (3) it is quick enough to be used with streaming data. Word Cloud is a 
technique of data visualization used to display text data, in which the size of each word indicates its frequency or 
importance. Using a word cloud you can highlight meaningful textual data points. Word clouds are commonly used to 
analyze data from websites with social networks. Modules are needed to generate word cloud in Python-matplotlib [16], 
pandas, and wordcloud [1]. 

3. Results and discussion 

In step one we obtain the 2019-nCoV dataset from Kaggle [37]. Our target was English speaking first world countries with 
high number of tweets. We first selected English speaking countries such as US, Canada and England but the US was most 
affected by 2019-nCoV in March 12th to th 28th 2020, see Table 1. Using the Natural Language Processing tools we were 
able to categorize the tweets into positive, negative and neutral for each day, see Figure 1. There were a total of 194481 
tweets during this seventeen (17) day period. For the entire period there was a maximum of 5391 negative tweets on the 
13th of March and a minimum of 2139 on the 14th. Likewise there was a maximum of 7364 positive tweets on the 13th of 
March and a minimum of 3733 on the 14th. This may have occurred as March 13th 2020 was a black Friday [42], [34] 
contributing to a lot of people sending out tweets and then having a sharp decline the following day. For our analysis we 
choose three days: March 13th, 21st and 28th 2020. This approximates a start, middle and end of the period March 12th to 
28th 2020. On 13th, 21st and 28th of March there were 18356, 12696 and 9298 recorded tweets, respectively. We then 
concatenate our selected tweets into a list of words, step two. 

Table 1: 2019-nCoV statistics for US. 
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Fig. 1  US sentiment. 

For the list of tweets we had to determine their polarity (whether positive, negative or neutral) and compound values. This 
was step three in our method. The tweets were separated into negative and positive based on their compound values. 
Negative compound values indicated negative tweets whereas positive compound values indicated positive tweets. We first 
show the results of the sentiment analysis software by showing the most negative and positive tweets. Tables 2, 3 and 4 
show the top negative and positive tweets for the 13th, 21st and 28th of March 2020. However, examining these tweets 
closely we observe that the sentiment analysis software in searching for extremely negative and positive tweets gives 
feedback that is not very useful. We found that tweets with very high and low compound values were generally not 
retweeted and are not particularly useful in determining the sentiment of the crowd in this analysis so they can be discarded. 
Hence, we had to find a way in which to mine the data for more useful tweets. Our aim was to get tweets that could guide 
leaders of a country when dealing with unexpected events such as the 2019-nCoV. 

Table 2: US March 13th 2020 positive compound valued tweets and sum of retweet counts. 
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Table 3: US March 21st 2020 positive compound valued tweets and sum of retweet counts. 

 

Table 4: US March 28th 2020 positive compound valued tweets and sum of retweet counts. 

 
Each tweet has an associated retweet count. In step four we obtain the number of retweet counts for each tweet. This was 
already available in a column of the dataset. We now look at the top retweets. Tables 5, 6 and 7 show the top three retweets 
per day for the 13th, 21st and 28th of March 2020. We observed that compared to the top negative and positive tweets these 
tweets had a better chance at guiding leadership policy as they were more pointed towards pertinent information relating 
directly to the 2019-nCoV pandemic. Our premise was that a more fine-grained classification on tweets with a high retweet 
value may help to distinguish different kind of relevant crowd sentiments. 

Table 5: US March 13th 2020: Top retweets, polarities, retweet counts and sentiment compound 
scores.

 

Table 6: {US March 21st 2020: Top retweets, polarities, retweet counts and sentiment compound scores. 
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Table 7: US March 28th 2020: Top retweets, polarities, retweet counts and sentiment compound scores. 

 
In step five we obtain tweets with meaningful sentiments by matching the highest retweets to their associated negative and 
positive compound polarity values. The negative and positive tweets were grouped with the sum of retweet counts for the 
particular range in which they fell. This is shown on Tables 8, 9 and 10 for the 13th, 21st and 28th of March 2020, 
respectively. We now choose the negative or positive tweets from the respective ranges with the highest sum of tweet counts. 
For instance, on March 13th we would select tweets within the range of -0.478 to -0.378 as it contained the highest number 
of retweets, 3797 for negative tweets. For positive tweets we would select tweets within the range of 0.402 to 0.502 as it 
contained the highest number of retweets, 2659. On March 21st we would select tweets within the range of -0.276 to -0.176 
as it contained the highest number of retweets, 1620 for negative tweets. For positive tweets we would select tweets within 
the range of 0.402 to 0.502 as it contained the highest number of retweets, 1493.  On March 28th we would select tweets 
within the range of -0.784 to -0.684 as it contained the highest number of retweets, 5389 for negative tweets. For positive 
tweets we would select tweets within the range of 0.602 to 0.702 as it contained the highest number of retweets, 1093. 

Table 8: US March 13th 2020 negative and positive compound valued tweets and sum of retweet counts. 

 

Table 9: US March 21st 2020 positive compound valued tweets and sum of retweet counts. 

 

Table 10: US March 28th 2020 positive compound valued tweets and sum of retweet counts. 
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We now perform step six of our method. We generate word clouds using the tweets from the ranges generated in the 
previous step. We would then take the highest range of negative tweets to retweet values and produce a word cloud for these. 
We would do the same for the highest range of positive tweets to retweet values. This would result in two world clouds for 
the given day, see Figures 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6. We realize that though the tweets within these ranges are closer to crowd-
based sentiments they still needed to be fine tuned to find specific meaning. To do this we move to analyzing our derived 
word clouds. 
 

 

Fig. 2  March 13th 2020: \\Word cloud of selected negative tweets. 
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Fig. 3  March 13th 2020:\\ Word cloud of selected positive tweets. 

 

Fig. 4  March 21st 2020:\\ Word cloud of selected negative tweets. 
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Fig. 5  March 21st 2020:\\ Word cloud of selected positive tweets. 

 

Fig. 6  March 28th 2020:\\ Word cloud of selected negative tweets. 
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Fig. 7  March 28th 2020:\\ Word cloud of selected positive tweets. 

In step seven we identify key-terms from the words showing the most meaningful sentiments from the word cloud. Based on 
these word clouds per day the words with the highest sentiment crowd-based significance would be selected [25]. On the 
13th of March 2020 the sentiment-compound range values of -0.478 to -0.378 revealed 966 tweets while the 0.402 to 0.502 
range values elicited 1261 tweets. On the 21st of March 2020 the sentiment-compound range values of -0.276 to -0.176 
revealed 306 tweets while the 0.402 to 0.502 range values elicited 895 tweets. On the 28th of March 2020 the sentiment-
compound range values of -0.784 to -0.684 revealed 360 tweets while the 0.602 to 0.702 range values elicited 575 tweets. 
By using our word clouds for 'hints' we would search through these 'selected' tweets to find important tweets. The 
importance of the words on the word cloud can be based on frequency, rank, co-occurrence etc... The persons implementing 
the software can choose their basis but we used frequency in our experiment. The more frequent words were shown with 
larger size text. We assume that words spoken more often than others in this environment would represent a crowd-based 
significance to that particular word. Thus, to do our search for the word with the highest sentiment crowd-based significance 
within the 'selected' tweets, step eight. We would match this word within a tweet with the corresponding highest retweet 
value. This process can be repeated any number of times searching for the second highest retweet value then third etc…. 
This procedure is performed on the highest negative and and positive significant words but can be repeated any number of 
times for the second significant word then third …. The result would be a collection of tweets that most likely represents the 
interest of the tweeters. In step nine the list can be sent to appropriate community leaders who can take action on these 
tweets. For example, during these times many Governments have daily news bulletins. Government officials can use the 
SAS results to better target issues when talking to the population which is part of the final step ten. Their now guided 
correspondence would target issues pertaining to the majority of people while still facilitating niche groups of citizens. Our 
results are shown on Tables 11, 12 and 13. We see that instead of non-meaningful viewpoints the 'selected' key-term tweets 
now show a more balanced and comprehensive crowd-based sentiment significance to the topics being tweeted. 

Table 11: US March 13th 2020: Selected tweets, polarities, retweet counts and sentiment-compound range on emergency (negative) and people (positive) 
key-terms from word cloud. 
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Table 12: US March 21st 2020: Selected tweets, polarities, retweet counts and sentiment-compound range on pandemic (negative) and social distancing 
(positive) key-terms from word cloud. 

 

Table 13: US March 28th 2020: Selected tweets, polarities, retweet counts and sentiment-compound range on home (negative) and help (positive) key-
terms from word cloud. 

 
 
Our method of sentiment detection is effective in detecting crowd sentiment. It can serve as gauge for measuring feeling 
towards an event. We are mindful of the drawback of relying solely on the sentiment that is gathered from social networks to 
pose as the crowd's sentiment. Thus, we added the retweet count as an additional parameter for our method. Together they 
can give a feeling or pulse of the crowd towards an event. This situation can be further clarified by looking further into the 
types of users who are involved in expressing their feelings on social networks and the sample representation. 
\par It can be used to craft messages for the crowd e.g. before a government news bulletin to get feedback on how the crowd 
thinks. The method is simple and accurate, and takes into account nearly all corner conditions and error susceptibility. We 
have demonstrated its feasibility on significant-sized datasets consisting of live twitter feeds. Based on the findings, we can 
conclude that social media data can be a viable addition to traditional survey methodologies and provide a more in-depth 
insight into an event's real-time public perception. The key focus of this work involves promoting the use of social media as 
an important and uncensored tool for reporting of disasters on various fronts. 

4. Conclusions 

2019-nCoV has reeked worldwide havoc bringing about a global health crisis. This pandemic continues to spread and 
emergency healthcare systems are trying to bring ample aid to relevant 2019-nCoV sufferers. During these attacks people 
use tweets 'big data' to send their opinions and other relevant information about the virus to others. We analyze the United 
Stated (US) from a global tweet dataset from Kaggle to determine the polarity of these sentiments. We noticed that the 
number of retweets are an important factor to consider in tweet analysis. We develop a new Sentiment Analysis system 
(SAS) using the tweet polarity and retweet counts. From this we were able to discern pertinent negative and positive tweets. 
We used these tweets to build a word cloud. The word cloud summarizes the important tweet information from the many 
daily tweets. Further, analysis can drill down into specific problem tweets. We believe that using the SAS can aid global 
emergency response by targeting persons with specific tweet features, for example, showing the need for additional 
counseling and/or medical services. 
In future work we plan to modify SAS to take into account different types of feelings. We can also include favourites, 
friends and followers into our SAS system to further refine our model. We also plan also to extend our experiments over a 
greater set of tweets around the event in order to further test SAS. Another change that we intend to incorporate is the 
implementation of entity extractors to detect sentiments against a specific entity in a post that can provide more knowledge 
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about sentiment holders and provide insights into sarcastic Tweets, which is a difficult task for Tweet analysis and mining. 
We plan to make the use of other the social networking sites such as Facebook and Google+ as part of future research to 
extend our 2019-nCoV dataset. Such portals often have dedicated emergency management pages run by different 
governmental and private organisations, which can be analyzed to collect organized data. 
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